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ABOUT SKYEPACK

Skyepack designs custom digital course materials for educators across the 
country, giving them access to a dedicated team of designers who curate and 
create innovative–and course-specific–digital educational materials. Throughout 
the thorough design process, Skyepack independently builds upon instructors’ 
existing course materials, sourcing additional relevant resources through their 
digital database, giving professors time back to focus on what’s most important 
– improving their effectiveness and learning outcomes for students.  

Skyepack’s modernized approach to creating custom learning materials allows 
professors to provide students with the most up-to-date information, ensuring 
that course materials are as flexible as professors’ lesson plans. Best of all, 
Skyepack’s solutions are low-cost and budget-friendly, ensuring financial 
accessibility and equal learning outcomes for all students. 

The wealth of information that modern-day students 
and professors have access to should make learning 
easier, especially in college classrooms. It should 
improve outcomes. And it should empower 
professors to tailor that information to their courses, 
ensuring students understand exactly what their 
professors want them to know. 

But more often than not, it doesn’t work that way. For 
starters, professors are busy, and updating course 
materials is often an annual task, at best. And today’s 
students are unlikely to engage with traditional 
textbooks, and even less likely to drop hundreds of 
dollars to access them in the first place. All of these 
issues stem from the textbooks themselves: the very 
tools that are supposed to arm both professors and 
students with the resources they need for 
understanding are unable to relay information both 
current to their course and field of study and can’t 
be continuously updated. 

Traditional textbooks just aren’t cutting it anymore; 
they can’t provide accurate, up-to-date, and relevant 
supplemental information, which hinders both 
professors’ effectiveness as beacons of knowledge 
and students' learning outcomes.

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH GEORGIA 

“THIS EXERCISE HAS 
MADE ME FOCUS 
FAR MORE 
ATTENTION ON THE 
MATERIALS I USE IN 
CLASS THAN I 
OTHERWISE WOULD 
HAVE…THAT’S BEEN 
REALLY HELPFUL.” 

- DR. STENNETT



 

Dr. Barry Stennett is a senior faculty advisor at the University 
of North Georgia and a senior lecturer for their psychology 
program. Dr. Stennett currently teaches multiple classes, 
including an Introduction to Psychology course and a 
developmental psychology/human growth and development 
course. 

Before engaging with Skyepack, Dr. Stennett had been 
researching eBooks as a more cost-effective option for his 
students. He recognized that textbooks were becoming too 
large of an expense for his students, who often only have 
supplemental income from part-time employment if any at all. 
This barrier was impacting their ability to engage with course 
materials, thereby negatively impacting their effectiveness as 
a teacher and their learning outcomes. 

As fate would have it, our representatives reached out right on 
time to give Dr. Stennett a demonstration of all Skyepack has 
to offer–and we’ve been working together ever since to develop 
three eBooks, supplementary PowerPoints, and a test bank. 

THE CHALLENGE IMPACT

When asked whether or not Skyepack’s materials 
made it easier for him to do his job, Dr. Stennett 
was emphatic: “Infinitely easier. Yes, absolutely.” 

Dr. Stennett made clear that he appreciated the 
interactivity and tracking features of Skyepack 
immensely. “I find…that report to be so terribly 
useful…without that, I have no way of knowing how 
much time a student spends with a textbook. 
[Now], when they complain about a grade, the 
first thing I can do is look…and that lets me coach 
them directly…on what they should be doing and 
focusing on.” 

Additionally, Dr. Stennett found the process of 
working with Skyepack helped him evaluate the 
actual materials he was providing students. “This 
exercise has made me focus far more attention 
on the materials I use in class than I otherwise 
would have…that’s been really helpful.” 

A TRUSTED PARTNERSHIP

Dr. Stennett stressed his compliments of Skyepack 
staff: “you guys have a really good team…you have 
been very helpful to me in every way possible.” 

Looking for a partner to help you develop custom 
digital course materials for higher education, K-12 
education, and corporate instruction? 

Go to the link below to schedule a 20-minute 
introductory call with Skyepack today! 

THE STRATEGY

Psychology is a complex and nuanced field of study, making 
psychology students’ foundational understanding of the 
subject incredibly important. 

To give her students the most effective psychology 
education possible, Dr. Stennett needed educational 
resources that were up-to-date, relevant, and engaging. 
And most of all, his students needed to be able to 
afford them. 

Working alongside Dr. Stennett, Skyepack created three 
custom eBooks for each of his courses. Our sales 
representative worked alongside Dr. Stennett at the outset 
to provide him with a multitude of options, pointing to the 
fact that “a lot of the material is already online and available 
in one way or another.” Because of this, Skyepack was able 
to compile existing resources–and eliminate unnecessary 
ones–into custom eBooks that worked for Dr. Stennett, 
eliminating development time in the process. 

Dr. Stennett said he found Skyepack’s collaborative 
approach “really helpful and useful.” But he was most 
complimentary of the engagement reports that Skyepack 
provides, which inform him of “how much time students are 
spending with their books open.” That way, if a student is 
struggling with an issue or misses a question on a test, he 
could cross-reference this report to find out if they spent 
enough time learning in the first place. 

Additionally, Dr. Stennett detailed the helpfulness of 
Skyepack’s representatives who have assisted him in 
developing his eBooks, PowerPoints, and test bank. 

DR. STENNETT  “FOUND 
SKYEPACK’S COLLABORATIVE 
APPROACH REALLY HELPFUL 
AND USEFUL.”

- DR. STENNETT
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